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Chapterr  2 

Overvieww of XML 

Inn this chapter we give a brief introduction to XML, its context and the role it plays in a 
Webb environment. We briefly discuss the syntax of XML documents and the semantics 
itt can represent. Since we do not have the space to exhaust all details of the techni-
call  definition of XML, we restrict ourselves to the presentation of the most prominent 
featuress that form the backbone of XML and make it a challenge for database man-
agementt systems. Readers who are familiar with XML and die standard infrastructure 
mayy want to skip this chapter. 

2.11 What is XML ? 
Whenn asked for a concise definition of XML, one could say that XML is a markup 
languagelanguage for structured documents. It has been standardised by the World Wide Web 
Consortiumm (W3C [W3C01a]) and serves as a syntactical framework for data inter-
changee on the Internet. Because it was backed by the leading players in the software 
andd communications industry, it quickly assumed the role of the ubiquitous and uni-
versall  data interchange format. 

StructuredStructured documents are documents which not only contain content particles, 
Le.,Le., plain text, but also feature syntactic annotations of what the semantic relation-
shipss between these particles are. XML gives the user two basic tools to structure 
documents:: elements and attributes. Elements are named lists which again contain 
elementss or text; each element carries a name, called tag, and an association list of 
attributes;; i.e.,, a list that consists of name-value (attribute name - attribute value) 
pairs.. The XML standard defines two special kinds of attributes: identifiers (IDs) and 
identifierr references (IDREFs); XML parsers also have to check certain semantic con-
straintss that the presence of diese attributes may require. Identifiers have to be unique 
throughoutt the documents, i.e., no two elements may carry the same ID, and identifier 
referencess must point to identifiers which exist in the document; otherwise, a parser is 
supposedd to issue an error message in this case and abort. It should be noted that for 
mostt documents there is more than one natural way to group content particles, an issue 
whichh will be discussed later in more detail. 

AA  markup language is a mechanism to single out the document structure from the 
contentt particles usually by employing two different but not necessarily disjoint alpha-
bets.. One of the main contributions of XML is to provide a standard way of doing 
this,, thus enabling the user of one parser for many different applications. Historically, 
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<?xmll  version=' l .®'?> 
<bibliography> > 

<ar t ic lee key="BB88" rating="excellent"> 
<author>BB en Bit</author> 
<title>Howw To Hack</title> 
<year>1988</year> > 

</ar t ic le> > 
<ar t i c lee key="BK99"> 

<editor>> Ed I tor </editor> 
<author>> Bob Byte </author> 
<author>> Ken Key </author> 
<t i t le>> Hacking &amp; RSI < / t i t le> 
<year>> 1999 </year> 
<publisher>> Hacker Press </publisher> 

</ar t ic le> > 
<inproceedings>> <!- - incomplete entry! --> 

<author> > 
<f i rst> > 

An n 
< / f i rs t> > 
<last> > 

Author r 
</ last> > 

</author> > 
<t i t le>> Of Ar t ic les </ t i t le> 

</inproceedings> > 
</bibliography> > 

Figuree 2.1: A bibliography as an instance for a semi-structured document 

XMLL can be seen as a mixture of regular right-part grammars and parenthesis gram-
marss [GH67, LaL77]. 

Itt is linguistically unfortunate that marked-up documents are called structured doc-
umentsuments whereas die graph representation of those documents is called semi-structured 
data.data. In this sense we can say that, for our purposes, semi-structured data are abstract 
representationss of structured documents. Some database researchers also call struc-
turedd documents semi-structured documents to highlight the difference between the 
flexibleflexible structure of documents and the very regular nature of (relational) databases. 

Too illustrate die previous concepts, we now start with the presentation of a run-
ningg example. Historically, bibliographies are one of the favourite instances of semi-
structuredd documents since they come from a domain, namely libraries, with which 
readerss usually are familiar. As an example, consider the snippet from a bibliogra-
phyy (we follow the conventions of the ACM SIGMOD bibliography [Ley99], which 
againn follows the BroTgX [Lam86] file structure; other bibliographic formats like RFC 
18077 [LC95], Refer [Cla89], Tib [Ale86], MARC [LibOl] and others are of similar 
structure;; so the example indeed could be found in a real site) displayed in Figure 2.1. 
Thee indentation of the document suggests that XML data form a tree, and, indeed, every 
well-formedd XML documents possesses exactly one root. We call an XML document 
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<articl ee key="BB88 "  rating="excellent" > 
<author > > 

<first >> Be n </first > 
<last >> Bi t  </last > 

<title>Ho ww T o Hack</title > 
<year>1988</year > > 

</article > > 

Firstt alternative formulation 

<art ic le> > 
<key >> BB8 8 <Aey > 
<rating >> excellen t  </rating > 
<author>Be nn Bit</author > 
<title>Ho ww T o Hack</title > 
<year>1988</year > > 

</article > > 

Secondd alternative formulation 

Figuree 2.2: Reformulations of the first a r t i c le of Figure 2.1 

well-formedwell-formed if it adheres to a tree structure and obeys other syntactic and semantic 
restrictionsrestrictions which we will mention when it is appropriate. 

So,, XML documents comprise text and tags. In the example, Ben Bit, How to 
Hack,, or 1988 constitute the text part, whereas <bibliography, <ar t ic le . .. > are 
tags:: tags are enclosed in angle brackets (<>), which must not appear as such in text, 
andd may carry an association list The first element of tags (art ic le,author,. . .) is 
alsoo called element or element name. Each element may carry an association list of 
name-valuee or symbol-value pairs, called attributes', for example, the association list 
off  the first article element assigns the value BB88 to the symbol key and the value 
excel lentt to the symbol rat ing. Values are required to consist of the same alphabet 
ass element names. Hence, sub-elements and attributes are not freely interchangeable, 
sincee the latter can't have a complex internal structure. 

Theree are a number of constraints not only on the structure of documents but also 
onn the contents: in the case of attributes, names have to be unique per attribute list 
justt like association lists in programming languages. Furthermore, if the elements are 
properlyy nested, i.e., there is no pair of opening and closing tags that spans more than 
onee subtree like <a><b></ax/b>, then the two most fundamental constraints for well-
formedd documents are met. XML parsers are expected to reject documents which are 
nott well-formed. Elements can also be empty; then <ax /a> can be abbreviated as 
<a/>.. Note that the offspring of a tag is actually an ordered sequence of elements and 
textt and not a set of associations, which would be unordered. 

Itt should be noted that the presence of attributes and elements in the language 
definitionn concedes modelling freedom to the document designer, who can often choose 
betweenn using one of two. In Figure 2.2 we present reformulations of the first article 
recordd of the example document in Figure 2.1. In the first alternative, semantics have 
beenn added since the author name is split up into first and last name. In the second 
alternative,, the attributes 'key' and 'rating' have been converted to elements; there 
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& & 
< < 
> > 

tab b 
formfeed d 
linefeed d 

&amp p 
Al t t 
&gt t 

&quot t 
&#9 9 

&#19 9 
&#13 3 

Figuree 2.3: Some common entities 

iss an argument whether such transformations change the semantics of the document 
[MoeOO].. Other transformations are possible; however, in this thesis we assume that 
differentt markup structures imply different documents, i.e., that the document designer 
hass consciously chosen a certain strategy to markup data. 

Comingg back to XML documents and our example, we would like to mention enti-
ties,ties, which are either abbreviations (see later in this section where we describe DTDs) 
orr representations for characters which are not legal in XML documents. XML entities, 
unlikee SGML entities, do not extend the expressiveness of the language; Figure 2.3 lists 
somee of the most common ones. The title of the second article record in the example 
documentt in Figure 2.1 also contains the entity &amp; to represent the character &, 
whichh is not legal in XML documents. 

Havingg introduced these concepts, we can now define the notion of an XML docu-
ment: : 

Definitionn 1. Let T be an alphabet of opening brackets ('tags') and f an alphabet of 
closingg brackets (note that there has to exist a bijection between T and f) . Let I be 
ann alphabet (for 'text') and S = S U (T u T). Then an XML document X is defined 
recursivelyy as follows: X -> (t, (S UX)*, t, a), where * is the Kleene star and t e T, t€ f 
andd a : I + -» I ' , a function which assings attributes, i.e., a key-value pairs, to every 
derivationn every derivation. 

Althoughh we do not make use of this definition intensively, it defines the way XML 
documentss are viewed in this thesis: we abstract from the textual representation or 
parsingg issues like entity expansion and focus on the tree shape of documents. This has 
implications,, for example, on the way we store documents or how we define the notion 
off  proximity between syntactic elements. 

Examplee 2. The example document now can be described as follows: 

1.. T = {bibliography,article,,..}, 

2.. f = {/bibliography, /art icle,.. .), 

3.. I = {A, . . . ,Z,a, . . . ,z , . . . }, 

4..  (bibliography , 
(article , , 

(author , , 
BenBen Bit, 
/author ,,  {}) • 

(title , , 
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HowHow to Hack, 
/title ,,  {}) • 

(year , , 
1998, 1998, 
/year ,,  {}>... , 

/article ,,  {ke y - » BB88 ,  ratin g - » excellent} ) 
/bibliography ,,  {} ) 

Thiss representation is very similar to how XML documents would be represented 
withh nested list structures in functional programming languages like Haskell [WR99] 
orr Lisp [Wad99]. 

Wee now introduce additional features of XML whichh were not included into the ab-
stractt model because they may be expressed by elements and attributes in combination 
withh application specific knowledge, which they would require anyway when they are 
evaluated.. Notations are a way to link entities in the documents to document-external 
entitiess by means of Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) [BLFIM98]. Processing In-
structionsstructions are used to pass information to external applications, style-sheets are a pop-
ularr example, and determine their behaviour. Comments finally are used to annotate 
documentss for human readers; they should not influence the behaviour of (automated) 
applications. . 

XMLL not only leaves structural freedom to the document designer, but also often 
syntacticall  freedom is an issue, too. In our example, the first article record encloses 
textt in elements without adding spaces whereas the second separates authors' names 
andd tags with a single whitespace; the third record even introduces line breaks and 
alsoo employs additional tags. Eventually, applications which consume the documents 
havee to deall  with the representational heterogeneity but one problem remains even on 
thee specification level. It is not clear when to regard two XML documents as equiv-
alentt in a general way. Clearly, a byte-to-byte comparison does not make sense since 
evenn the standard specifies equivalences, e.g., as we have seen, <a/> is equivalent to 
<ax/a>> (and, by the way most XML parsers like [eaOl] resolve the first case to the 
second).. To this end, canonical XML [BoyOl], a subset of XML, was introduced to 
resolvee ambiguities and place constraints like lexicographic ordering of attributes on 
thee canonical version of the document and, this way, to define some kind of normal 
form.form. Every well-formed XML document has a unique structurally equivalent canon-
icall  XML document If two XML documents are structurally equivalent, then then-
canonicall  versions are byte-for-byte identical. This is one way to compare documents 
withoutt application specific knowledge. Canonicalising an XML document requires 
onlyy information that an XML parser or processor is required to make available to an 
applicationn anyway, so for example the order of attributes does not contribute to the 
notionn of isomorphic documents. Especially, ignorable white space is treated like text 
data.. We therefore say that two XML documents are isomorphic if their canonical 
representationss are equal. Of course, applications may provide their own notion of 
equalityy if this is appropriate. 

2.22 Constraints on Documents 

Inn this section, we motivate the need to define constraints on documents and give 
ann overview of the principles of existing languages being used to define them. In 
applicationn scenarios, these languages present document-external application-specific 
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knowledgee from which we can drawn benefit when we use databases to process XML. 
Constraintt definition languages also bear similarities with Data Definition Languages 
(DDL)) which are used in relational database management systems [Ame86] and object-
orientedd programming languages [Str86]. 

2.2.11 Defining and Using Constraints 

Sincee one of XML's most important purposes is to serve as a data interchange lan-
guage,, one approach to making communication more reliable is to formalise and pub-
lishh knowledge that applications have about the network traffic they produce and con-
sume.. This knowledge can then be used to validate messages before they are consumed 
orr to verify code that emits messages. Furthermore, schema information can reduce 
thee amount of fuzziness that is introduced by the textual layers in data interchange, 
forr example by classifying which documents belong to the class of documents that is 
permissiblee as input to an algorithm; ideally, this classification is done automatically 
byy the machines involved and without human intervention. Most schema languages 
takee the element relationships, i.e., the tree-structured part of XML, as the basis of the 
constraintt definition language. This way it is possible to describe both complete docu-
mentt trees but also sub-trees, i.e., partial documents. If a document instance meets all 
constraintss specified in a schema document we say that it conforms to a schema or that 
itt is valid. 

Thee most basic kind of validation is included in the XML standard: the specification 
languagee called Document Type Definition (DTD) is inherited by XML from its SGML 
ancestryy and is a proper subset of the modelling construct that SGML DTDs provide. 
Theyy will be presented in more detail in the following subsection. Unfortunately plain 
DTDss do not offer the expressiveness that many application programmers would like 
too have at their hands. Standardisation committees and researchers therefore set out 
too transfer ideas from related areas like logic programming or formal language theory 
too document processing and experimented with new ideas in schema languages. One 
off  the requirements was to make the schema definitions themselves accessible to XML 
queryy languages and use XML syntax to express the constraints, which was not true for 
DTDss since they have their own syntax which is not based on XML. Other key ideas 
weree to provide ways to extend schemas and a cleaner separation between document 
parsingg and schema validation, which are very much intertwined in the case of DTDs. 
Ann early example of a schema definition language is DDML, previously known as 
XSCHEMAA [W3C99], which served as a starting point for many other languages. It 
wass later superseded by XML Schema, the W3C's family of schema languages based 
onn XML syntax which currently consists of three individual languages. Each of those 
languagess focuses on a particular aspect of syntactic and semantic constraints such as 
documentt structure [W3C01e] or pre- and user-defined data types [W3C01fJ. To make 
DDMLL specifications accessible to legacy software, tools were provided to convert the 
thenn already standardised DTDs to DDML syntax and vice versa. 

Technically,, XML schema languages are designed to align with design and main-
tenancee cycles of software systems. In this sense they are very much similar to DDLs 
inn Relational Databases and, consequently, have an overall influence on API design: 
theirr big plus is that they make knowledge explicit, which normally would have been 
hiddenn and encoded in program-internal data structures and the functions that operate 
onn them. This transparency eventually helps software architects keep up with a chang-
ingg world; they make it easier to trace how changes propagate through all layers of a 
complexx application. 
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Andd indeed, some of the practical implications and benefits of schema languages 
havee become apparent. Schema specification is always part of a software engineering 
process;; the vocabulary provided can serve as a road map for consistent implementa-
tionn of XML-based communication procedures. This also helps to cope with the many 
degreess of freedom that XML concedes to the users, which on the one hand is a pri-
maryy reason for its popularity; on the other hand, without means to eliminate semantic 
ambiguitiess this freedom would tend to degenerate into vagueness that can make it dif-
ficultficult  to pin down the exact behaviour of an application for example in an interface 
specification.. By combining a precise schema definition with a specification, XML 
cann enable advancements in application integration. For example, the BizTalk Frame-
workk [MLM +01] "establishes a set of rules that enables a broad audience to adopt a 
commonn approach to using XML." It does so by installing a core set of XML element 
andd attribute structures that enable companies to implement their business processes in 
thiss framework and draw benefit from an optimised and simplified messaging frame-
work.. The definition of a core set is considered important because the XML patterns 
formm the glue that binds systems only connected by a wire(less) network, and thus elim-
inatess the need to find a common application programming interface (API) or even im-
plementationn platform. The primary task of extracting information from the messages 
iss left to platform- and infrastructure-independent high-level XML query languages. 

Oncee schemas have been designed for a number of domains, the need to facilitate 
andd even automate full or partial mappings between schemas quickly becomes appar-
ent.. The meta-knowledge provided by a schema specification can help to convert data 
fromm one format into another, hence from one business process to another. Furthermore 
thee ability to map data easily fosters open standards and interoperability by accelerating 
development. . 

Whilee the discussion up to now has focused on the software development process 
off  a single product, schemas furthermore offer a benefit that goes beyond a single de-
velopmentt group: they also are straightforward design targets for software vendors in 
general.. The high degree of standardisation in the XML world allows service providers 
too publish programming language independent interfaces in a consistent format. The 
BizTalkk Framework, for example, provides a clear design target for tools and infrastruc-
turee for independent software vendors (IS Vs) who set out to build the next generations 
off  electronic commerce and application-integration products. Furthermore, schemas 
lowerr the entrance fee for standardisation efforts by enabling interested parties to con-
centratee on high-level features. The low-level machinery is provided by the already 
standardisedd XML tools. The ubiquity of XML-based electronic data exchange frame-
workss makes it easy to migrate existing sets of industry interchange standards to new 
oness and thereby strengthen the robustness and reliability of the software. 

Eventually,, consistency between implementations and versions is ensured through 
centralisedd services which are required to provide authoritative versions of the schemas 
andd global objects. Coming back to BizTalk, the framework allows either public or 
community-centredd publication at the authors' choice. This makes it easy to establish 
securityy and encapsulation levels so that objects and users can only access information 
relevantt to them. 

2.2.22 Document Type Definitions 

Documentt Type Definitions (DTDs) are the most basic form of constraints. They look 
likee Regular Right Part Grammars [LaL77], while they are actually a combination of 
bracketedd grammars [GH67] and Regular Right Part Grammars where the brackets are 
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<!ELEMENTT bibliograph y 
<!ELEMENTT articl e 
<!ATTLIS TT articl e 

<!ELEMENTT inproceeding s 
<!ELEMENTT edito r 
<!ELEMENTT autho r 
<!ELEMENTT titl e 
<!ELEMENTT yea r 
<!ELEMENTT firs t 
<!ELEMENTT las t 

(article ,,  inproceedings)* > 
(editor? ,,  author* ,  title ,  year) > 
keyy  CDATA #REQUIRED 
ratin gg CDATA #IMPLIED > 
(author* ,,  title ,  year) > 
(#PCDATA)> > 

(#PCDATAA |  (first ,  last)) > 
(#PCDATA)> > 
(#PCDATA)> > 
(#PCDATA)> > 
(#PCDATA)> > 

Figuree 2.4: A DTD for the example document of Figure 2.1 

implied. . 

[47]]  chi ldren ::= (choice | seq) ( ' ?' | ' * ' | ' + ' )? 
[48]]  cp ::= (Name | choice | seq) ( ' ?' | ' * ' | ' + ' )? 
[49]]  choice ::= ' ( ' S? cp ( S? ' | ' S? cp )+ S? ' ) ' 
[58]]  seq : : = ' ( ' S? cp ( S? ' , ' S? cp )*  S? ' ) ' 
< ! - -- Name = tag or character data; S = whitespace --> 

Figuree 2.5: A snippet from the grammatical specification of DTDs 

DTDss are quite limited in their expressiveness. For elements, they allow the spec-
ificationn of which attributes they may carry and which elements are permissible as 
children.. This is done via a system of Backus-Naur like rules. Figure 2.4 shows a DTD 
thatt could be used to validate the example bibliography used throughout this chapter; 
theree are two basic types of rule: if they look like <! ELEMENT x Y>, they declare 
whichh sequences of tags Y are permissible as children of an element x. Figure 2.5 
showss a snippet from the XML standard and explains the structure of Y. It shows that 
thee basic structure of the right side of a production is a recursive nesting of alternatives 
(choices)) and sequences which ends in tags (names) as terminal symbols. Each level 
off  nesting may be attributed with a question mark denoting that there may either be 
onee or zero occurrences of the pattern; accordingly, a plus sign implies one or more 
occurrencess and a (Kleene) star zero or more. 

Forr attributes, DTDs only allow the specification of whether the attribute value may 
bee any given string, be chosen from a set of system-defined values or be supplied by 
thee reading application. Additionally, attributes can be declared required, optional or of 
fixedfixed content. DTDs also provide a simple notion of data type: the most important are 
entities,entities, identifiers and identifier references. An XML parser has to reject a document 
iff  it encounters an undeclared entity, a non-unique identifiers or a reference which does 
nott point to an identifier in the same document. 

2.233 XML Schema 

Althoughh DTDs have served well for twenty years as the primary mechanism of de-
scribingg structured information in the SGML and HTML communities, they are con-
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<elementt  narae='bibliography' type='Bibliography'/ > 
«ccomplexTypee name=' Bibliography ' > 

<elementt  name='article' 
type='ArticleType ' ' 
maxOccurs='unbounded'/> > 

<elementt  name='inproceedings' 
type='InproceedingsType' ' 
maxOccurs='unbounded'/> > 

</complexType> > 
</element> > 
<elementt  name='article' type='ArticleType'/ > 

<complexTypee name='ArticleType'> 
<attribut ee name='key' type='string ' use='required'/> 
<attribut ee name='rating' type='string ' 

use='optional'/> > 
<elementt  name='editor'  type='string ' minOccurs='Q'/> 
<elementt  name='title'  type='string'/ > 
<elementt  name='author' type='string ' rainOccurs='l'/> 
<elementt  name='year*  type='gYear'/> 

</complexType> > 
</element> > 
<elementt  name='inproceedings' type='Inproceedings */> 

<complexTypee name='InproceedingsType'> 
<elementt  name='title'  type='string'/ > 
<elementt  name='author' type='string ' minOccurs='1'/> 
<elementt  name='year' type='gYear'/> 

</complexType> > 
</element> > 

Figuree 2.6: An XML Schema for the example document 

sideredd too limited for many data-interchange applications. For example, DTDs can 
onlyy specify that elements are text strings, text strings with other child elements mixed 
togetherr or child elements without text. Furthermore, they are not formulated in XML 
syntaxx and provide only very limited support for types or namespaces. XML Schema 
triess to overcome some of the deficiencies, and, like DTDs, is being developed and 
standardisedd by the Wold Wide Web Consortium. 

Figuree 2.6 shows an XML Schema for the example document. Clearly, XML 
Schemaa is a more complex description language than DTDs and offers more control 
overr the document structure and text data by introducing types such as generic strin g 
butt also more specific ones like gYear  for Gregorian year. Since XML Schema is too 
complexx to give even an overview of all its features here, we just mention some general 
principless of the language. A readable schema primer can be found at [W3C01d]. 

Predefinedd Types. The standard provides a set of commonly used so-called simple 
typestypes and allows the definition of complex types which are composed of sim-
plee types. Regular expressions, list and set constructs even permit sophisticated 
structuress in text types. 

Typee Inheritance. XML Schema encourages the reuse of previously defined struc-
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hires,, no matter whether they are user-defined or pre-defined in the standard. 
Subtypess can add more elements to a supertype but also represent a subset of 
values.. Groups of attributes and elements can be named for later re-use. 

Controlledd Extensibility. There are mechanisms to define whether a subtype can be 
derivedd from a given type but also whether some type can be substituted by 
anotherr one. There is even the notion of abstract types that must be substituted 
andd of equivalence types. 

Documentation.. To allow for specification of both domain-specific and application-
specificc knowledge, XML Schema provides dedicated elements like applnfo, 
documentationn and annotation elements for annotating schemas for both hu-
mann readers and machines. 

Uniquenesss Constraints, Keys and References. It is also possible to declare unique-
nesss constraints on certain attributes of child elements. This mechanism enables 
keyss and references, too. 

Namespaces.. Sometimes it is desirable that documents conform to more than one 
schema.. To achieve this, XML Schema contains the necessary tools to enable 
fine-grainedfine-grained control over namespaces. 

Thee process of establishing whether a document conforms to a schema is called 
schemaschema validation. Note that even despite the terminology used, XML Schema is not 
soo much about defining data types like integers or zip codes and hence defining seman-
ticss but more about restricting documents so that they the set of permissible (parsed) 
characterr data in a content particle looks exactly like an integer or zip code. It does not 
assignn semantics to documents. Data types in the XML world are only introduced by 
queryy languages or when documents are processed with programming languages. 

2.2.44 Other  Schema Languages 

Theree are many other efforts to define schema languages. Some are not connected 
too XML Schema and DTDs, others try to complement or extend them. Within the 
aforementionedd BizTalk framework, the language XDR (XML-Data Reduced schemas) 
[LJEM+98]]  is used to describe data. SOX, short for Schema for Object-Oriented XML 
[DFH+99],, aims at improving the integration and accessibility of XML documents in 
object-orientedd programming languages. A unique effort is Schematron [JelOl]; its 
focall  point is validation of schema information rather than the definition of constraints. 
DSDD [KMSOO] is an effort to allow context-dependent descriptions of XML documents 
viaa constraints. They all differ in ease-of-use and expressiveness. Whereas DTDs 
aree the least expressive and useful constraint language, XDR and SOX substantially 
improvee on them. The three most expressive languages, however, are XML Schema, 
DSDDSD and Schematron. 

2.2.55 Inferrin g Constraints 

Ann interesting question is whether it is possible to infer the grammatical structure 
off  documents from one or more instances. As [Gol67] points out, this in general is 
nott possible. However, practitioners [FX93] sometimes are interested in exploiting 
document-specificc knowledge for storage and query optimisation without having ac-
cesss to the actual or implicit schema information. There are a number of systems that 
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tryy to recognise common patterns implementing different methods; [Lee96] gives an 
overvieww of data-mining techniques for this purpose. 

2.33 Processing XML Documents 
Theree are two major standardised way for users to get access to the content of XML 
documents:: event-based parsing APIs and tree-based APIs. While the former enable 
extremelyy resource-efficient processing of documents, the latter provide a natural view 
off  documents which is convenient when higher-level applications like query languages 
aree implemented. We will need the two later when we discuss efficient ways to bulkload 
XMLL documents and declarative ways to query them. 

2.3.11 Event-Based Parsing 

Ann event-based API reports parsing events, such as the start and end of elements, di-
rectlyy to a host application through callbacks of user-registered functions for the differ-
entt events, and does not usually build an internal parse tree. The Simple API for XML 
(SAX)) [MegOl] is the best known example of event-based parsing and is a de facto 
standard. . 

Thee first step of a SAX parser usually consists of splitting up the source document 
intoo tokens. The simple syntax of XML does not require a sophisticated lexer to do this. 
Thee most basic way to tokenise a document is to use the occurrences of the brackets < 
andd > as an orientation. For our example document in Figure 2.1, a tokenisation could 
producee the following stream: 

1. . 
2. . 
3. . 
4. . 
5. . 
6. . 
7. . 
8. . 
9. . 

IS . . 
11. . 
12. . 

''  '<bibliography> " 
"\ nn " 
"<articl ee key="BB88 " 

"\ n n 
"<author>' ' ' 
"Be nn Bit " 
"</author> " " 
"\ n n 
"<title> " " 
*'Ho ww T o Hack' ' 
"</title> " " 
••  •  • 

rating="excellent" > > 

Inn general, these token streams events are not immediately suited for digestion in 
databases.. For example, a SAX parser might choose to return ' 'Ben B i t ' ' as two 
tokenss ' 'Ben B " and " i t " . The author conjectures that this is to make parsing 
fasterr and easier. Additionally, SAX parsers de-entitise documents and also tokenise 
processingg instructions etc. Furthermore, the programmer has some control over low-
levell  features like character sets used in the document. Before parsing can begin, users 
havee to register callback functions with the parser. On encountering a token of a specific 
type,, say a start token, the parser calls the function the user previously registered for, 
inn this case, processing start tokens. 
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packagee org.w3c.dom; 

publi cc  interfac e Documen t  extend s Mod e { 
publi cc  DocumentTyp e getDoctypeO ; 
publi cc  DOMImplementatio n getlraplementationO ; 
publi cc  Elemen t  getDocumentElementO ; 
publi cc  Elemen t  createElement(Strin g tagName ) 

throw ss  DOMException ; 
publi cc  DocumentFragmen t  createDocumentFragmentC) ; 
publi cc  Tex t  c r  ea t  eTextNod e (Strin g data) ; 
publi cc  Comment  createComment(Strin g data) ; 
publi cc  CDATASectio n createCDATASection(Strin g data ) 

throw ss  DOMException ; 
publi cc  Processinglnstructio n 

createProcessingInstruction(Strin gg target , 
Strin gg data ) 

throw ss  DOMException ; 
publi cc  Att r  createAttribute(Strin g name ) 

throw ss  DOMException ; 
publi cc  EntityReferenc e 

createEntityReference(Strin gg name ) 
throw ss  DOMException ; 

publi cc  NodeLis t  getElementsByTagName(Strin g tagname) ; 
} } 

Figuree 2.7: Snippet from the DOM specification 

23.22 Tree Representations 

Tree-basedd APIs convert the document to an internal tree structure. Applications can 
thenn navigate through this tree structure via a standard interface. For most navigating 
applications,, the Document Object Model (DOM) [W3C98a] is the API of choice. 
Often,, tree-based APIs use schema information to spare the user from having to write 
codee that dispatches the program control flow according to the element type of the 
currentt node and, therefore, allow more declarative programming styles. 

Whilee the event-based and stream-oriented perspective of XML documents repre-
sentss the lowest logical layer in XML processing, tree representations provide more 
intuitivee views. Tree-based XML processors are usually built on top of stream-based 
processors.. The ultimate goal of the DOM standard is to provide a programmatic and 
language-neutrall  interface for XML and HTML, which means that the same interface 
cann be used to access documents from different programming languages. The DOM 
specificationn comes in three parts: Core, HTML, and XML. The first layer, the Core 
DOM,, provides base classes that can be used to represent parse trees of any structured 
documentt written in any markup language. Like stream-based representations, this 
layerr can represent any document in a generic way; the API it defines is minimal and 
compactt and used to navigate through and manipulate the document content geneti-
cally.. However, to support more specific and adaptive programming, the DOM comes 
inn more application-oriented interfaces: the HTML interface is orientated towards vi-
suall  representation and, for example, includes access to style sheets and events. The 

http://org.w3c.dom
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XMLL interface focuses on higher-level data-centric processing, which means that doc-
umentss are primarily considered data structures, and enables traversals on the parse 
tree;; furthermore, it defines an event model and support for namespaces along with 
otherr useful extensions. 

Too support the evolution of XML processing, the W3C wants the DOM to evolve 
onn several levels. The first level is the core as described in the last paragraph. Its main 
objectivee is to provide support for document navigation and manipulation. The second 
levell  additionally features a style sheet object model, and defines functionality for ma-
nipulatingg the style information which a user may provide to annotate a document or, 
forr example, for the visual representation of the document. It also enables traversals of 
thee parse tree, defines an event model and provides access to namespace information. 
Thee third level will address persistence issues like document loading and saving. As 
well,, it aims at validation of content models as defined in DTDs and XML schemas. 
Inn addition, it will also address document views and formatting, key events and event 
groups.. Future levels may concentrate on interactive features like interaction with a 
windoww system such as X-Windows and user input. There are also plans to include the 
queryy language XPath, and to address multi-threading, synchronisation, security, and 
repositoryy storage. Note that the DOM does not specify physical data structures; in-
stead,, an implementor is expected to use it as an interface to proprietary data structures. 

Too give an impression of the flavour of the DOM specification, Figure 2.7 shows 
aa small fraction of the Java version of the XML part of the DOM interface as it is 
foundd in [W3C98a]. Note that the interface Document contains XML-specific func-
tions,, e.g., one for the creation of attributes of syntax nodes, but that the arguments of 
thee function are generic, i.e., strings. It is possible to create a generic attribute but not 
too create a specialised key attribute as in the bibliography example. Schema languages 
cann be used to create more application-specific interfaces. 

2.3.33 Query Languages 
Comparedd to the lower-level APIs of the previous section, XML query languages are 
anotherr way to navigate through documents. They are usually declarative, i.e., users 
specifyy what information they want to extract from documents rather than how it should 
bee extracted algorithmically, which is basically what the DOM is supposed to support. 
Somee query languages were mentioned in the Introduction. For example, if a user 
wantss to have a list of all people who are listed as authors of articles in our example 
bibliography,, he could write in the query language XPath: 

document("bibl .xml")/bibl iography/art ic le/author/ textO O 

Thiss query reads as follows: In the document 'bib.xral' find and return all the 
textt strings at the end of the tag sequence bibliography, a r t i c le, author. Tag 
sequencess are also called path expressions. The expected result is the list 'Ben Bit ' , 
'Bobb Byte', 'Ken Key'. If the user is interested in all authors, no matter in what kind 
off  publication they are listed, he can write: 

documentt ("bibl iography.xml") / /author/ textO 

Thee two simple queries show the basic way to access information in XML docu-
ments:: the element hierarchies play a role similar to relations in query languages like 
SQLL [Ame86]. Path expressions are used to specify which parts of a document the 
queryy should return and store in the result variable. The second example demonstrates 
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howw wildcards ( ' / / ') can be used to denote any sequence of tags rather than a specific 
element.. Query languages and their execution on large collections of documents are 
dealtt with in more detail in later chapters. 

2.44 XML and Databases 

Thee explanations of the previous section were given in a document context. How do 
theyy transfer to the database world? What are the primitive operations a data manage-
mentt system should provide? And on what logical data model? [MurOl] argues that 
hedges,hedges, ordered sequences of ordered trees, are the appropriate atomic elements while 
[JLSK01]]  plea for trees being the appropriate abstraction. In the rest of this thesis the 
authorr will present his vision of XML and data management. 

Theree is a basic underlying assumption in nearly all work on mapping and query-
ingg XML in Databases. It is assumed that the tags and attributes of XML documents 
aree indeed content models, i.e., that they carry semantics that are close to the natural 
languagee equivalents of the tag names. Only then is it possible to equate entities as in 
E/RR models [ThaOO] and elements or attributes as in XML. XML and the surrounding 
frameworkk like DTDs, XML Schema, and the query languages have no way to enforce 
thiss assumption; nevertheless, if it is neglected, results may become unintuitive and 
systemss hard to maintain. 

2.55 Conclusion 

Inn its basic form, XML is just syntax: it describes a way to combine content particles 
intoo structured documents. In many applications, it is assumed that document designers 
usee the derivations, also called content models, that XML provides similarly to seman-
ticc modelling processes like E/R modelling. With more powerful modelling features 
forr content models like DTDs or schemas, the user can get closer to the systematic 
rigidityrigidity  of data models as deployed in database management systems. In exchange for 
thesee efforts, he gets more control over the semantic integrity of the data that are used 
inn a system; additionally, some semantic integrity checking can be automated. 

2.66 Bibliographical Remarks 

Predecessorss of XML are SGML, Bracketed Grammars, where each derivation rule 
applicationn step is marked ('tagged') [GH67] with unique symbols, and Regular Right 
Partt Grammars [LaL77] which allowed for the introduction of content models. The 
latterr two were combined in SGML [IS086, Gol90] and, in more strict form, into 
XML . . 

[LCOO]]  give an overview of six XML schema languages in a database setting. 
[MurOO]]  presents an excellent formalization of different XML schema languages. Four 
classess of tree languages are introduced to capture different semantic principles and 
makee their constraints expressible: local, single-type, restrained competition, regular. 
[DodOl]]  discusses when to use what kind of database product. 


